SIDDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL
Vocabulary

Q.1

(A)

(B)

Encircle the correct spelling.

(0.5x2)

■

acheeved /

achieved /

acheived

/ achievd

■

sucseeded /

suceeded /

succeded

/ succeeded

Provide the meanings either in English or in Urdu.

(0.5x4)

■

painful: ______________

■ develop: ___________________

■

mend: _____________

■ poverty: ___________________

(C) Complete the columns.
Words
moist

Opposites

(0.5x6)
Present
steal

Past

Past Participle

fell

reward
Grammar

Q.2

Fill in the blanks with suitable Articles and Prepositions.

Jack lived

(0.5x4)

an old cottage with his mother. One day, he saw huge cave while

he was passing

a forest. He entered

cave

and

got

disappeared

forever.
Q.3

(A)

Complete each sentence by choosing the correct word.

She always _________ her work on time.
■
■

Ahmed’s mother __________ care of her family.
____ everyone reached safely?

(B) Do as directed.


(1.0×3)

(do/ does/ have)
(take/ takes/ taking)
(is/ has/ have)
(1.0×3)

Ali enjoys skating.

(Change into Simple Past)

_________________________________________________________________

The mouse was running with a piece of cheese.
(Change into plural)
_________________________________________________________________

I will knocked on the door.
(Correct the Sentence)
Q.4

_______________________________________________________________________
Identify the Part of Speech of the Underlined Word.
(1.0×3)



I went to her house but she was not there. _____________________



We spent a wonderful time in Lahore.

_____________________



Who was talking during the class?

_____________________

Sentence Construction

Q.5

Make meaningful Sentences of these Words.

(1.0x3)



wonder:

______________________________________________________



noisily:

______________________________________________________



eager:

______________________________________________________

MODEL PAPER of MATHEMATICS for ADMISSION to CLASS: 6

(Max. Marks: 20)

Objective

Q. 1 Complete the following mathematical statements.

(1.0x4)

( i) __________ is the only even prime number.
(ii) 0.25 can be written in percentage form as ____________
(iii) There are

quarters in 4 wholes.

(iv) Average of 3,0 and 2 is

(2.0x2)

Q.2 Simplify:

(a)

3 -

×

(b) 12

of 8400

Q.3 Solve 0.1116÷1.24

(4.0)

And write answer correct to 2 decimal places.

Q.4

Raza read 50 pages of a book in 15minutes. How many pages he will read
in 1 hour at the same speed?

Q.5

Three bells ring at intervals of 15, 20 and 30 minutes. If they all ring at
11:00 a.m. together, at what time will they next ring together?

(4.0)

(4.0)

Name: ____________________________

Roll No. _____________

SIDDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL
MODEL PAPER

SCIENCE

Max. Marks: 10

ADMISSION to CLASS: 6

Objective

Q.1

Fill in the blanks.
(1.0×4)
(i)
The skin of ______________ is thick, coarse and dry.
(ii)
______________ are the simple organisms which decompose dead matter into
simple materials.
(iii) Due to the burning of fossil fuels, mainly ______________ gas is emitted to the
atmosphere.
(iv) When light strikes a non-transparent surface it bounces back; this phenomenon is
known as ______________ of light.
(2.0×3)

(Best three will be considered.)

Short-Answer Questions

Q.2 Answer the following questions.
(i)
Melting is a physical change but burning is a chemical change. Justify the
statement.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
(ii)

___________________________________________________________________
Differentiate between conductors and insulators with the help of examples.
CONDUCTORS

INSULATORS

Difference

Examples

(iii)

What is the importance of the following parts of a seed? Also label these
parts in the given figure.

seed coat

cotyledons

radicle

plumule

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
(iv)

Why the sound travels faster in the solids than in the air?
Use backside of the sheet to answer.

